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Auto Tcrt Contracto Auto (22) D Breach of contract/warranty (06)o Uninsured motorist (46) 0 Rule 3.740 collections (09)

Other PIIPDIWD (Personallnjury/Property 0 Othe; collections (09)
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D Professional negligence (25) judicial Review
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Employment 0 Petition re: arbitration award (11)o Wrongful termination (36) D Writ of mandate (02)o Other employment (15) 0 Other judicial review (39)

Provistonaliy Complex Civil Litigation
(Cal. Rules of Court, rules 3.400-3.403)o AntitrustITrade regulation (03)o Construction defect (10)
D Mass tort (40)
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INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO COMPLETE THE COVER SHEET
To Plaintiffs and Others Filing First Papers. If you are filing a first paper (for example, a complaint) in a civil case, you must
complete and file, along with your first paper, the Civil Case Cover Sheet contained on page 1. This information will be used to compile
statistics about the types and numbers of cases filed. You must complete items 1 through 6 on the sheet In item 1, you must check
one box for the case type that best describes the case. If the case fits both a general and a more specific type of case listed in item 1,
check the more specific one. If the case has multiple causes of action, check the box that best indicates the primary cause of action.
To assist you in completing the sheet, examples of the cases that belong under each case type in item 1 are provided below. A cover
sheet must be filed only with your initial paper. Failure to file a cover sheet with the first paper filed in a civil case may subject a party,
its counsel, or both to sanctions under rules 2,30 and 3.220 of the California Rules of Court.
To Parties in Rule 3.740 Collections Cases. A "collections case" under rule 3.740 is defined as an action for recovery of money
owed in a sum stated to be certain that is not more than $25,000, exclusive of interest and attorney's fees, arising from a transaction in
which property, services, or money was acquired on credit. A collections case does not include an action seeking the following: (1) tort
damages, (2) punitive damages, (3) recovery of real property, (4) recovery of personal property, or (5) a prejudgment writ of
attachment. The identification of a case as a rule 3.740 collections case on this form means that it will be exempt from the general
time-far-service requirements and case management rules, unless a defendant files a responsive pleading. A rule 3.740 collections
case will be subject to the requirements for service and obtaining a judgment in rule 3.740.
To Parties in Complex Cases. In complex cases only, parties must also use the Civil Case Cover Sheet to designate whether the
case is complex. If a plaintiff believes the case is complex under rule 3.400 of the California Rules of Court, this must be indicated by
completing the appropriate boxes in items 1 and 2. If a plaintiff designates a case as complex, the cover sheet must be served with the
complaint on all parties to the action, A defendant may file and serve no later than the time of its first appearance a joinder in the
plaintiffs designation, a counter-designation that the case is not complex, or, if the plaintiff has made no designation, a designation that
the case is complex. CASETYPES AND EXAMPLES
Auto Tort Contract

Auto (22)-Personallnjury/Property Breach of ContractIWarranty (OS)
DamagelWrongful Death Breach of Rental/Lease

Uninsured Motorist (46) (it the Contract (not unla,:"f~1detainer
case involves an uninsured or wrongful eViction)
motorist claim subject to ContracUWarranty Breach-Seller
arbitration check this item Plaintiff (not fraud or negligence)
instead oiAuto) Negligent Breach of Contract!

Other PI/PD/WD (Personallnjuryl Warranty
Property DamagelWrongful Death) Other Breach of ContracVWarranty
Tort Collections (e.g., money owed, open

Asbestos (04) book accounts) (09)
Asbestos Property Damage Collection Case-Seller Plaintiff
Asbestos Personal Injury/ Other Promissory Note/Collections

Wrongful Death Case ..
Product liability (not asbestos or Insurance Coverage (not provIsionally

toxic/environmental) (24) complex) (18).
Medical Malpractice (45) Auto Subrogation

Medical Malpractice- Other Coverage
Physicians & Surgeons Other Contract (37)

Other Professional Health Care Contractual Fraud
Malpractice Other Contract Dispute

Other PIIPDIWD (23) Real Property
Premises Liability (e.q.. slip Eminent Domalnqnverse

and tall) Condemnation (14)
Intentional Bodily Injury/PDIWD Wrongful Eviction (33)

(e.g., assault, vandalism) Other Real Property (e.g., quiet title) (26)
Intentional Intliction of Writ of Possession of Real Property

Emotional Distress Mortgage Foreclosure
Negligent Infliction of Quiet Title

Emotional Distress Other Real Property (not eminent
Other PIIPD/WD domain, landlord/tenant, or

Non·Pl/pblWD (Other) Tort foreclosure)
Business Tort/Unfair Business Unlawful Detainer

Practice (07) Commercial (31)
Civil Rights (e.g .. discrimination, Resldential (32)

false arrest) (not civil Drugs (38) (if the case involves illegal
harassment) (08) drugs, check this item; otherwise,

Defamation (e,g .. slander, libel) report as Commercial or Residential)
(13) Judicial Review

Fraud (16) Asset Forfeiture (05)
Intellectual Property (19) Petition Re: Arbitration Award (11)
Professional Negligence (25) Writ of Mandate (02)

Legal Malpractice Writ-Admlnistrative Mandamus
Other Professional Malpractice Writ-Mandamus on Limited Court

(not medical or Jegal) Case Metter
Other,Non·P!!PD/WD Tort (35) Writ-Other limited Court Case

Employment Review
Wrongful Termination (36) Other Judicia! Review (39)
Other Employment (15) Review of Health Officer Order

Notice of Appeal-Labor
Commissioner Appeals

CM-010

Provisionally Complex Civil Litigation (Cal.
Rules of Court Rules 3.400-3.403)

Antitrust/Trade Regulation (03)
Construction Defect (10)
Claims Involving Mass Tort (40)
Securities litigation (28)
Envlrcnrnental/Toxlc Tort (30)
Insurance Coverage Claims

(arising from provisionally complex
case type listed above) (41)

Enforcement of Judgment
Enforcement of Judgment (20)

Abstract of Judgment (Out of
County)

Confession of Judgment (non-
domestic relations)

Sister State Judgment
Administrative Agency Award

(not unpaid taxes)
Petition/Certification of Entry of

Judgment on Unpaid Taxes
Other Enforcement of Judgment

Case
Miscellaneous Civil Complaint

RICO (27)
Other Complaint (not specified

above) (42)
Declaratory Relief Only
Injunctive Relief Only (non-

harassment)
Mechanics Lien
Other Commercial Complaint

Case (non-to(tlnon-complex)
Other Civil Complaint

(non-tortlnon-complex)
Miscellaneous Civil Petition

Partnership and Corporate
Governance (21)

Other Petition (not specified
above) (43)
Civil Harassment
Workplace Violence
Elder/Dependent Adult

Abuse
Election Contest
Petition for Name Change
Petition for Relief From Late

Claim
Other Civil Petition
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Pregnant Seattle protester miscarries after being kicked, pepper sprayed... ittlp:llwww.rawstory.com/rs/20 11l11/22/pregnant-seattle-protester-misc ...
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Pregnant Seattle protester miscarries after being kicked, pepper sprayed

Recommend 20,774 people recommend this. Be the first of your trence.

By David Edwards
Tuesday. November 22, 2011
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Topics: .Ienrrifer- Fox. pepper spray

A woman who wass pepper sprayed during during a raid on Occupy Seattle last week is blaming police after she miscarried Sunday.

Jennifer Fox, 19. told TJw Stranger that she had been with the Occupy protests since they started in Westlake Park She said she ,»as homeless and three
months pregnant, but felt the need to join activists during their march last Tuesday.

"1 was standing in the middle of the crowd when the police started moving in," Fox recalled. "J was screaming, 'I am pregnant, I am pregnant. Let me
through. Iam trying to get out,"

She claimed that police hit her in the stomach twice before pepper spraying her. One officer struck her with his foot and another pushed his bicycle into her.
It wasn't clear if either of those incidents were intentional

"Right before I turned, both cops lifted their pepper spray and sprayed me. My eyes puffed up and my eyes swelled shut," Fox said.

Seattle Poet-Intelliqeneer photographer-Joshua Trujillo snapped a picture of Foxin apparent agony as another activist carried her to an ambulance.

Seattle fire department spokesman Kyle Moore told The HTashingt'on Post, that a io-year-old pregnant woman was among those that were examined by
paramedics.

While doctors at Harborview Medical Center didn't see any problems at the time, thing.'>took a tum for the worst Sunday.

"Everything was going okay until yesterday, when I started getting sick, cramps started, and I felt like I was going to pass out," she explained.

10f9 11123120118:52 AM
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ALL I HAVE LEFT...
ALL I HAVE LEFT IS MY STORY AND FOUR GOOD FRIENDS.

ARCHIVE RANDOM RSS SEARCH

I LOST A CHILD TO THE
•

Just thirteen days ago Iwas eight months pregnant.

Everyone loved rubbing my belly.

I even wore my "Baby On Board" shirt over my gigantic stomach.

Iwas all too wrong.
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I was in a small group, assembled away from the massive crowd.

All we did was stand arm in arm, chanting, cheering, and laughing.

A large group of officers approached. They were headed for the largcr crowds.

We expected to be passed by since it was just a couple of us.

Four officers broke off from the pack and came our way.

There were about ten of us, completely unarmed. We became a target regardless,

The cops came up hollering about us being lazy and stupid.

A young lady in our group laughed out loud, and that's when all hell broke loose.

Two officers swung their batons at one end of our line, hitting the young lady and and a young

man. The other two officers started pushing us into a tight circle. Iwas shoved backward by
my face, and I instinctively broke my hold in the line to put a hand on my stomach.

We were all forced into a tight bunch with the officers pushing and swinging their batons. I
was hit with pepper spray on the back of my head, while others were hit point blank in the

10f4 11123/2011 8:43 AM



All Ibave left ... I I lost a child to the Occupy movement. http://itsallgone.tnmblr.com/postl13154020857 /i-lost-a-child-to-the-oc ...

face. I tried to squeeze my way out, Iwas getting pushed around too much.

Imade it outside of the bunch, but another officer was circling - and with my hands cradling
my stomach - he slammed his baton into me. Pain shot through my hands, and Idoubled over
screaming. Then he landed the second more painful blow on my unprotected stomach.

Everything sort of went hazy, and Icould hear the blood rushing in my head.

When I was able to focus Irealized Iwas on the ground. I had wet myself, and an officer was
upset that Ihad gotten his shoe wet. His baton hit my shoulder and then my wrist as I tried to

protect myself.

The large crowd bad gotten unruly, and it became a godsend. The three remaining officers left
us alone. Everyone looked terrible with beet-red, swollen faces. Everything was loud and

garbled. It all seemed so far away.

Iwas driven to the hospital, getting bloody urine all over a stranger's seats with people
cradling me telling me everything was going to be OK.

I left the hospital with two broken fingers, a sprained wrist, bruised ribs, a destroyed camera,
fresh clothes, four new friends, and nothing more.

There was no baby girl in my stomach.

Evelynn, the one good thing in my life, was taken from me before Icould ever hold her.

I can't even look at myself in a mirror without crying.

Just thirteen days ago Iwas eight months pregnant.

Six days ago my friends were supposed to throw a baby shower for me.

Two days ago my ex-husband came by to call me a stnpid bitch for getting an abortion.

Apparently everyone thinks Ihad an abortion and they all look at me differently, and they're
showering my ex with sympathy. Iwon't even bother speaking to them.

Now Ihave nothing to lose, so when I'm given the green light, I'll be back on my feet and ready

to go stand on the front lines.

But ladies, if you're pregnant, please stay at home.

The police don't care about you. They will show no mercy to you or your unborn child. They're
only around to uphold the status of the 1%. They cannot be trusted.

Ell imstillawesome liked this

IiII thelastmejia reblogged this from itsallgone

2 of 4 1112312011 8:45 AM
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If you like intelligent opposition to"cdhli.entional wisdom, you'll love the books by Smartfellows Press. O.l. Simpson?
He was framed by the killer Mark Fuhrman. Read about it in Iago in Brentwood. Where did Fuhrman get his
inspiration? The Smoking Gun series tells you. Vietnam? The peace movement was dead wrong. Read Invisible
Warriors. You may think you know a lot about lawsuits against Ford Motor Co., how Ford lost five and a half billion
dollars in one year and how the inner workings of the American auto industry cost everyone big bucks. Killing the
Goose .•• will give you an insider's look at what you don't know, why you don't know and why you should.

RELOAD (refresh) this page to see the latest changes

Itlgo in Brentll'(I(}d (html) Animations Transcripts
JJfg!1J:.Qiuli~ W!:llJm~;tt\~]J(,?'!l.!.) J:J~t¥.,r~L(~.~ntn:

Dick WJ,Wllcr Pellicano Peking Duck Bob August
Fuhrman JJ.!!!Lf:.%.J:r::1.iLU!~,Bosco Pa\'cUc

Latest animations update 6/23/10)

Welcome Page

Previous animation updates, Blood Drops, Blood Trail 9/29109

Iago Archives

IbfL$r.r.t9J::kur.§.Y..n: Mark Fuhrman's Movie Guide to Assassination .Th~
Smokinq Gun 2: Mark Fuhrman'!:: TV Guide to ASS<1S$ination. Th0 Smokinq
Gun 3' Marff Fuhrman TV·Movl~ Producer. Hundreds of illustrations from
ttlm and t(lifevfsion.

http://www.smartfellowspress.com/

Find answers quickly to frequently asked question
specifically about Mark Fuhrman in iago in Brentwood by
clicking hareand following links that interest you.

THE JUN 12, 1994 S. BUNDY DR. MURDERS OF RON GOLDMAN AND
NICOLE SIMPSON WERE NOT ABOUT RAGE OR RACE. THEY WERE
ABOUT A MAN WHO USED PERCEPTIONS OF RAGE AND RACE THE
WAY HE USED EVERYTHING ELSE HE COULD MANIPULATE TO
PROMOTEHIMSELF FOR FAME, FORTUNE AND INFLUENCE.

of the evidence that points to O.l. Simpson
and to Fuhrman as the killer, only
Fuhrman could be responsible for
all of it. Through hit moves like
Ricochet, The Naked Gun and The
Naked Gun 2 1/2 you can literally
see hln""!thlokinq. Mark Fuhrman
was a nazi obsessed for nine long
years with becoming a media icon
by destroying the image of one, a
black one like Shakespeare's
othello called O.l. Simpson. With
the Brentwood double homicide at

'---------' 875 South Bundy Drive he
succeeded just as Shakespeare's devious stage play
villain lago would have succeeded if his wife hadn't
spilled the beans.

Find answers quickly to other common items of interest in the
O.J, criminal and civil trial on High Points. These items have
been constantly challenged, researched and updated since
2002.

You will need Rea! Player to download this sound file,

Il'l1J1I'H
(an audio commentary narrated by Keith Garrison

These illustrated companion books to lago in
Brentwood began with Mark Fuhrman's stated interest
in getting his ideas from movies. His Murder in
Brentwoodbook is saturated with examples. That means
you can literally map his thoughts about the Bundy
murders with respect to relevant ideas from the movies.

1119/2011
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In the 19705 Stanly Milgram demonstrated that everyone can be linked to
everyone else with only six people between them. You see this in the Six
Degrees of Separation movie and the Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon game.
It is not what you will see here. The Smoking Gun books are practical
applications of the association principle in human psychology and
physiology. It's the principle that links the Bundy killer to movies and TV
shows in hundreds of clusters unique to things that Mark Fuhrman said or
did in two degrees of separation or less. It cannot be done with anyone
other than Mark Fuhrman and the killer of Ron Goldman and Nicole
Simpson.

The Smoking Gun Discussion Board (what do you think about all
the Fuhrman links to the movies?)

ARCHIVE 1 ARCHlVE2 ARCHIVE 3

C!tllflie Leak A FlH'd ,\1fJ((;1'C'Ol\1p:w.r DC$)gn Sculptor, One of HUl~"onjJs [,,:U;UI)(;
wood urode! makers. You ~aw an (l){:lmple (If his mudd car artwork ill the movtc TIll'

'YIl!iI!!l (//111•.~"~:g"HW.r.~..2LjLb.~.nt,

ose.•. [; years in prison is the legal penalty for
spilling the beans about how mega!
discrimination teveeutts against Ford
really work. But that's just the test
few chapters. It took decades to get
there,

To comment on this subject go to
the Random Factor Discussion
Board bduw.

Random Factor Discussion Board (who or
what do you think is really running things In the
world?)

Archive 1 Archive 2 IIFirm 11
Archive 4 11 Flrm I

Archive 6 I

Doing Without Book 2...tntensel And then somet {read cnune)

! Doing Without Discussion Board (no "thought
police" allowed; say what you pleaseabout anything)

Archive 1 Archive 2

The Messiah Book 3. "In tile future, every solution is as clear
as black & white...or can be made to look that way..." (road

http://www.smartfellowspress.com!

Page 2 of4

Pick any three or four chapters at random. Study them
carefully.

If you know anything about "free association" and the
law of probability you will know that Fuhrman has to be
the killer. You will see that LtQlDJll.~9DYQm€!ls§"

The Smoking Gun 3, which features Fuhrman's made-
for-television movie Murder in Greenwich, will show
you that the movie links and symbolism identified in The
Smoking Gun 1 and 2 long before Fuhrman produced
his movie, were on target.

Latest: updates to The Smoking Gun (chap 28, 2./15/Q(:i)

latest updates to The Smoking Gun 3 (5/2D/2£W7)

Thanks to Kari, Charlie and Jean for your outstanding
contributions to The Smoking Gun 1 and 2.

Popular wisdom has it that blacks and women have a
unique advantage in the workplace because they can
and do sue big companies for huge sums. Ironically,
these are the stories that Ford Motor Co. wants you to
hear. It has someone with money standing at the door
of every congressman, senator, major news media
outlet and major civil rights organization in America to
make sure that you hear them. What you won't hear
are the monumental issues raised in cases where large
sums are not awarded to the plaintiffs who "win" their
case because a jury is not allowed to hear it.

Outrageous? Yes. Absurd? Yes. True? Yes again. Ask
your Senator about it.

Imagine a society where race change operations are
routine for men like Clarence Thomas, where men like
Ken Starr run all of America's political institutions and
men like Rush Limbaugh are in charge of the media.
Imagine what it would be like if they secretly operated
a channel to any time or place in the past on a medium
as realistic as an open window. Would you see their
opponents the way we have seen Monica and Bill on
TV? No, you'd see the real thing ..

Estelle Gidarb is a surgeon, a psychiatrist and a best-
selling author. Ken Starr would see her as a great
woman and Rush Limbaugh would see to it that all of
us saw her his way-if they had the power. She lives in
a future America where men like that have that kind of
power. She has a G-rated solution to male sexual
misconduct, pornography addiction and perverted
ideas. It worked on her husband .... Estelle Gidarb is a
surgeon.

This is the third book in The Random Factor trilogy. To

11/9/2011
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Messiah Discussion Board

(Everything you ever wanted the world to know about God or the
supernatural)

II ARCHIVE 1 II ARCHIVE 2 II

Invisible Warriors: TIle Image Assassination of American Vietnam Vets

What would you calf inaction against mass murder?
Sanctioned Genocide? This book will
change the way you think about war, peace,
and the tools used to validate both

Invisible Warriors Discussion Board (readand
post messages about war and peace)

II Archive 1 II Archive 2 Archive 3

Dare Call it Treason: A treatise on the state of the nation
and our Constitutional representation by Brian Firth

Brian argues that our Constitutional representatives have
not merely failed to uphold the Constitution of the United
States but that this failure is so egregious that it amounts
to treason.

Comment on Brian's work on The Random Factor board.

Push button to activate Site Map

O.J. Simpson Trial Transcripts

Laura Hart McKinny Tapes

Page 3 of4

finish it/ the author, who had begun two years before
OJ. Simpson was accused of murder, had to learn
whether the first or second jury got it right. In The
Messiah, the men who control the media can look back
in time and see the truth. For some reason they have
chosen not to. For some reason they have made the
same choice about the image of a man on a mountain
who could be the Messiah..

The image most people have of American Vietnam vets
and the cause they fought for comes from those who
won the war of words and images against them in the
American mass media. They won because the tube is
mightier than the M-16. That story hasn't been told in
the award-winning books, films or documentaries that
you know. It is told here by a Liberal African-American
who fought the difficult war in Vietnam and the
unwinnable war at home.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Brian Firth was educated at the City of Guilds Engineering College,
London University. He saw active service as a recovery officer,
operating all kinds of wheeled vehicles, with the Ll.S. Eighth Army in
Korea. He taught engineering in South Africa, Canada, and the
United States.

With his technical background as a guide, Firth quickly realized that
progress has never been limited by a lack of technology, always by
restrictions on liberty. He believes that the issue now, as it was in
Jerusalem nineteen-end-a-half centuries ago, is between obeying God
or Caesar.

He has belonged to the Libertarian Party since the McBride Campaign
in 1976. He is the author of A Firm League of Friends. His is
currently a professional proof reader specializing in translating
American English and the inscrutable English English. He has been a
stringently critical reviewer of books for Rapport. He now anticipates
being given doses of his own medicine.

http://www.smartfellowspress.com/ 1119/2011
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